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Abstract

We test models of cosmology for the best estimates of important parameters, that is,
for matter, dark energy(DE), spacetime(ST) and cold dark matter(CDM) within vari-
ants and special cases of the Friedman-Robertson-Walker(FRW) approximation. We
use the largest available collection of supernovae Ia data(SNe Ia), 307 SNe Ia along
with 69 data pairs reported from gamma ray bursts(GRB) and our present situation
for a total of 377 data pairs extending back perhaps 10 billion light years. Model-
ing with this large set allows better definition of the limits of DE, CDM and ordinary
matter than previously. While the ancient GRB data are quite noisy they do allow
better estimates of the fitted curve asymptotes towards singularity than without. The
results from models employing the commonly used luminosity distance moduli(log)
versusredshift data slightly prefer the DE model withH0 of 70.2 ± 0.6 km/s/Mpc at
a normalized matter density,Ωm, of 0.34 with significant negative spacetime (ST) cur-
vature. The best fit calculation for the model without DE presents a much lower matter
density(0.10 ± 0.01) and a very slow Universe expansion rate(41.4 ± 3.2 km/s/Mpc).
When tests were made using the actual distances(Mpc)versusfrequency declineν0/νe

data, which is the preferred method not relying too heavily on the great errors from
far distance emissions(some standard deviations are many thousand Mpc), the flat DE
model presents the worst fit of all models withH0 of 75.4 ± 0.7 km/s/Mpc atΩm of
0.12± 0.02. Most interestingly, the two best fits presentΩΛ of 1.03 and0.68 with sig-
nificant ST curvature. These solutions suggests a Universe consisting primarily of DE
with abundant ST. We suggest astronomers cease using the luminosity distance moduli
from distant emissions for modeling cosmology and present results from models based
on distance estimatesvs. redshift or frequency decline. At least an order magnitude
more and better astronomical data are required to unequivocally choose the best FRW
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model to refine for further work in cosmology. Our results suggesting a Universe with
excessive DE should exhibit open or negative curvature might foster some interesting
theoretical models in the near future. FRW models with the largest collection of SNe
and GRB data tell us the Universe is not flat.

Introduction

The concept of Dark Energy(DE) rests completely on one idea and on emission data
recently obtained by astronomers. The idea was a suggestion by Einstein during the
early 20th century that stellar objects in the Universe were placed in stationary posi-
tions by some unknown force, and to allow for this he introduced a new term in his
fundamental equation with the cosmic constant[6]. This represents the prior energy
required to place the stars at stationary positions in our Milky Way, the entire cosmos
at that time, thus avoiding collapse of our world into a disastrous end or beginning
from some unimaginable location. The data supporting the DE idea began accumulat-
ing in the waning years of that century primarily as observations of very distant type
Ia supernovae (SNe Ia). Like Cold Dark Matter(CDM) this energy has been moni-
tored affecting other, distant worlds but not characterized on earth up to now. The
connection between theory and observation is the cosmic constant,Λ, of Einstein. This
is the kernel of the additional term which has recently been shown to aid the mathe-
matical modeling of spacetime expansion to SNe Ia data. That is, inclusion ofΛ in
the Friedman-Robertson-Walker(FRW) approximation of the Einstein solution models
better with than without. Astronomers and physicists are not in agreement if DE op-
erates only ”intergalactically” or possesses the ability to operate sub-atomically. It is
now acceptable to use the terms dark energy and cosmic constant interchangeably and
we do so[3].

In the mid-20th century Hubble showed that galaxies are generally moving away
from each other[13]. This fact seemed to have dulled Einstein’s interest in both a static
Universe, now larger than the Milky Way, and the cosmic constant. Over the next
several decades spacetime expansion from singularity was proven by observation of
the big bang remnant radiation and the necessity for dealing with the cosmic constant
waned. Confirmation of the big bang from the discovery of the Cosmic Microwave
Background(CMB), with residual radiation reminiscent of a black body, seemed the
death knell for the cosmic constant.

Only a score of years ago astronomers could only guess at the local Hubble con-
stant,H0, the measure of spacetime expansion. A good estimate at that time would
be a value between 50-100 km/s/Mpc with very large uncertainty[35]. Other important
values, such as the Universe age and the mean Universe matter density, can be calcu-
lated if H0 is known with some accuracy. Research programs were begun just before
this millenia aiming towards a more accurate measure ofH0 using data from distant
SNe Ia, because these emissions are thought to be quite uniform in nature, no matter
the age of the event[11, 18]. Uniform luminosity - over expansive spacetime and with
spectacular intensity - because a type Ia supernova is a thermonuclear explosion of a
dwarf star rich in carbon-oxygen at a unique, critical mass[4].

Some of the first collections of SNe Ia data were acquired from recent emissions
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from up to about 800 Mpc distant with fairly small errors of luminary magnitude[16].
These observations were used to gauge more distant and difficult emissions, which
were required for estimating the Hubble constant as calculated using the FRW approxi-
mations. This makes SNe Ia our best distant standard candles, allowing estimates of an-
cient galactic distances in reference to nearby SNe Ia with well-measured histories[10].
Independent observations were then collected of about 40 really distant SNe Ia, in two
independent sets which, being obtained by different groups, were not normalized and
so could not be combined into a larger data set[26, 24]. Nevertheless, both groups
concluded the FRW model fit the data best when a term for the cosmic constant was
included. Both groups simultaneously and strongly suggested their solutions were also
evidence for a new form of energy, now termed Dark Energy. The FRW model allows
the cosmic constant to be either opposed to or with gravitational pull and the sign of the
term extracted from the model fit to SNe Ia data, strongly suggests an anti-gravity-like
effect, at least recently,< 5 Gyrs of lookback time.

Without a doubt SNe Ia are the best available tools for investigating cosmology.
One drawback which seems difficult to overcome is the emission strength beyond
z≈1.5 is too weak to out shine noise from intergalactic dust, intervening galaxies and
other like problems. Another problem is these ”standard candles” may not emit so
uniformly after all, with early SN(z > 1.5) displaying a slightly different light-curve
than more recent events[12]. A third problem which has been recently reported is that
the supernova explosion is not of simple origin, but begins asymmetrically on the sur-
face of the white dwarf, so the SNe Ia signals demand more specialized care during
light-curve analysis[14] and can differ significantly in the amounts of white nickel syn-
thesized, and hence light emitted[33]. Several new types of supernovae have recently
been reported which may not arise from the Chandrasekhar type mechanism and hence
may be misleading with respect to distance if ”mistakenly” reported as type Ia[23].
Thankfully, astronomers are continuing to develop more discriminatory mechanisms
to either modify/correct the distance data for use and refining standards for inclusion
in this important data set[9].

Other related tools, such as Gamma Ray Bursts(GRB) are just now being organized
for to aid systematic cosmology. These really ancient emissions may allow us to peer
almost to the births of the first galaxies. Unlike the SN Ia explosion, the origin and
mechanism of these gamma ray signals are still debatable. As a rule, determining
the exact distances of GRB are more problematic than SNe Ia since data collection
is not been as well organized as the SNe Ia programs. However, GRB have been
observed in numbers enough to be useful tools for investigations in cosmology; 69
normalized observations have been recently published[29]. As we shall see, although
both precision and accuracy of some astronomical data are suspect, especially for GRB,
a guess into the ancient past is better than ignorance.

Some efforts have been also made to analyze the effects of gravitational lensing
to constrain the values of the cosmic constant. Arguments have been published, pro
and con, but it seems the effect of DE upon gravitationally distorted light might be too
small to allow lensing to become a useful tool, at least presently[30].

Here we present the efforts of our investigation into the best value for DE using the
latest and largest data sets from GRB and SNe Ia observations[17, 29]. We have evalu-
ated the data using both the typical luminosity distance moduliversusredshift and the
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rarely used distanceversusfrequency ratio relationships. For reasons we shall explain,
we much prefer analyses using the latter data pairing rather than the more common
luminosity distance moduliversusredshift set. The GRB data, though extremely noisy,
are very useful for both types of evaluations; these data allow much better estimates
of the asymptotes towards singularity and emphasize the curved nature of the emission
data relationship. We present 3-dimensional figures of the normalized values for matter
density, spacetime curvature and the cosmic constant(DE) from multiple curve fittings
selecting a fixed value for a single free parameter; for instance,steppingfrom very low
to moderate matter density in regular steps. This is done because the FRW generality
really presents four parameters including the Hubble constant, and while normaliza-
tion reduces these to three the data are still not good enough to fit a 3-free parameter
model(at least for us) with confidence. This is one reason why theClassicalmodel
used for fitting SNe Ia data suggesting DE fits best as a flat universe, that is, without
spacetime as a free parameter. This special variety of the FRW approximation presents
only 3-free parameters, which normalization reduces to two. To keep our problem sim-
ple, we chose not to test models allowingw, the equation of state parameter, to freely
float but to presume the usualw of -1 for all testing regimes.

We find the most favorable models, as judged by error minimization, to deliver a
largeΩΛ - meaning a universe rich in DE - but also delivering significant spacetime
curvature asΩk. We also find several varieties of the FRW approximation to present
solutions which cannot be judged better than one another on the basis of the usualχ2

values or cross-over number. These varieties present values ofΩΛ from 0 to 1, withΩk

from -0.36 to +0.80. The analyses do deliver values forH0 between 68 to 75 km/s/Mpc
with Ωm between 0.20 to 0.34, so do provide excellent constraints forH0 and a fair
range forΩm. We suggest that much more data are really required before the values
for the parametersΩk andΩΛ are known with any certainty.

Model regimes

We use the common, normalized solution to the FRW generalization allowing the linear
combination of matter density, ST curvature and DE density to be 1

Ωm + Ωk + ΩΛ = 1. (1)

This great approximation allows the combination of the mean universal matter density,
cold dark matter (CDM) and all radiation asΩm, all forms of DE asΩΛ and ST cur-
vature asΩk. We presume a positiveΩk indicating a concave-curved, closed universe
and a negativeΩk indicating a convex-curved, open universe. The value forΩm has
important meaning since anΩm of 1 suggests a universe teetering between expansion
and reversal towards the ”Big Crunch”; anΩm > 1 means the ultimate gathering is
unavoidable. Such values would also mean that dark energy, asΩΛ, and spacetime cur-
vature would be of little importance. An excellent exposition of the usefulness of this
normalization with some graphical examples has been presented by the erudite Sean
Carroll[2] and is presently used and referenced by many astronomers and astrophysi-
cists.
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We combine Eq. (1) with another general relationship to model the combined SNe
Ia and GRB data along with associated redshifts as

DL=
c(1 + z)
H0

√
|Ωk|

sinn

{√
|Ωk|

∫ z

0

dz√
(1 + z)2(1 + Ωmz)− z(2 + z)ΩΛ

}
(2)

WhenΩk is positivesinnbecomes sinh and when negative sin is used and, when flat
spacetime is presumed the interesting trigonometry disappears and the pre-integral re-
duces to simplyc(1 + z)/H0. In either case, the integral of Eq. (2) cannot be solved
analytically but can be solved numerically with enough data.

Relationships using the redshift,z, are most often modeled with the astronomical
data in terms of luminosity distance moduli rather than distance. The data are usually
fit by taking the log of the right side of Eq. (2) and adjusting to match the astronomical
observations as the often used approximation

µ = 5Log(DL) + 25 (3)

whereDL is the luminary distance in megaparsec (Mpc), usually obtained from the
energy flux (brightness) of the SN, but sometimes by other related means,µ is the
luminosity distance moduli and equal to 0 for an object at a distance of 10 parsec -
to a cosmologist this is right next door. More detailed presentations of calculating
a luminary distance from the energy flux is given in Peebles (13.51) in[22] with an
excellent example of the use of luminosity distance moduli presented in Clocchiatti,et
al.[5]. The values forµ are therefore interrelated in a logarithmic manner and are not
strictly linear.

We shall also use a variant of this general relationship in terms of the ratio of
observed emitted frequency over the presumed emitted frequency, replacing1/(1 + z)
with ξ which recasts the FRW approximation with DE as

DL=
c

ξH0

√
|Ωk|

sinn


√
|Ωk|

∫ 1

ξ

dξ

ξ

√
Ωm

ξ
+ ΩΛξ2 + Ωk

 . (4)

The advantage of this relationship is that we can add our present situation of zero
distance at a frequency ratio of 1, without any error, for one more important data pair.

For evaluation of the FRW model without DE we simply drop theΩΛξ2 term from
the denominator leaving us with an integral which has been solved analytically[20, 22]

DL =
c

ξH0

√
|Ωk|

sinn[2(arctanh(
√
|Ωk|)− arctanh(

√
|Ωk|√

Ωm

ξ + Ωk

))]. (5)

When flat spacetime is presumed (as often) Eq. (2) is simplified to the following for
use with redshift-luminosity distance moduli data
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DL =
c(1 + z)

H0

{∫ z

0

dz√
(1 + z)2(1 + Ωmz)− z(2 + z)ΩΛ

}
. (6)

This is the form of the FRW solution popularized by many astronomers and often
termed, the standard model, used to fit the astronomical data, we shall use the term
Classicfor this solution. Since astronomers collect distant emission data in the log-
arithm form, as luminosity distance moduli, rather than data linear to distance Eq.(4)
must be further modified to allowing curve fitting to data as

Moduli = 5Log[
c(1 + z)

H0

{∫ z

0

dz√
(1 + z)2(1 + Ωmz)− z(2 + z)ΩΛ

}
] + 25 (7)

which is the more detailed form of Eq. (3), and this again is theClassicmodel, even
though only popular for a decade. Likewise the associated distance errors are reported
and applied in logarithm form. For many displays of the fits of theClassicmodel
the abscissa is transformed to logz so a nearly straight line is presented[15], and we
present one example as Figure 1.

Model application

Most current, computerized curve-fitting routines converge on the best fit by minimiz-
ing the sum of the squared ”errors”, that is, the squares of the ordinate values between
the fitted curve and the data. Preferred programs inversely weigh the importance of
each data pair relative to the assigned standard deviation; the larger the standard devi-
ation the less important that pair is to the placement of the curve and the calculation
of the free parameters. To accomplish this, the ordinate is chosen as the portion of the
data pair with the larger error. This is the reason why Hubble diagrams from the last
century not subjected to computerized analysis, usually presented redshiftvs.distance
(interpreted as radial velocityvs. distance) but nowadays one usually reads distance
vs. redshift. It seems that astronomy will always suffer that problem plaguing mankind
from the dawn of time, of accurate distance determination.

What astronomers most often observe are the luminosity distance moduli of stars,
galaxies and supernovae. Evaluation of ”distance” is often performed using these dis-
tance moduli, related to galactic distance, with associated relatively small log errors.
Because the log error of distance moduli is significantly smaller than the related error of
distance too much dependence of a curve fit can be placed on ancient signals rather than
more secure and nearby emissions. This is because the log errors are proportionally too
small for distant objects in comparison to the errors of more well-known nearby SNe
Ia; hence the most probable values for the free parameters are not necessarily found
through computerized curve-fit.

The data sets we have chosen to use are the recent, on-line report of 307 SNe Ia,
which are the normalized data from several discovery groups[1, 17, 36] and the col-
lection of 69 GRB data from Schaefer in 2007[29]. By adding our present situation
we can evaluate 377 data pair, which may be the largest distance-velocity evaluation
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Figure 1: Luminary distance modulivs.LogZ for 376 SNe Ia and GRB data pairs(MR)

yet. We understand that the GRB data has not been adjusted with respect to the larger
SNe Ia data set. To avoid extraordinary dependence of model fits on distant and more
unreliable data we have also calculated emission distances in Mpc and associated geo-
metric errors for the SNe Ia and GRB data as the ordinate and the associated frequency
ratiosνe/ν0 asξ for the abscissa. We present results using both the dataas isand after
conversion to the Mpcvs. ξ set. For all modeling we evaluate using the robust routine
which well ignores outlying data. As we shall show, there is much to be gained by
using data over nearly all time.

We present a ”typical” plot of observed luminary distance moduli versus associated
log(redshift) in Figure 1, which are the same data and model but with log(z) for presen-
tation. This is a plot of the fit of a flat universe with DE to that data set. One can view
this type of display in widespread publications suggesting DE[15, 16]. The one point
of exact knowledge, our present time, cannot be used in this analysis and also note the
errors increase by a factor of about 10 or so over the entire redshift range, which is
much of our time as the Universe.

A plot of distances in Mpc versusξ is presented in Figure 2, using the function
related to that displayed in Figure 1. This figure allows direct comprehension of the
errors associated with distance determinations. These errors are seen to increase dras-
tically from nearby SNe Ia(still older than the dinosaurs) to by well over a factor of 50
for those GRB which occurred while our Universe was young. (Some standard devia-
tions seem larger than some estimates of the Universe ”diameter”.) This presentation
also allows one additional data pair without any distance error for our earth-bound ob-
servers. (We know exactly where we are and what time it is, relatively.) Also note that
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Figure 2: Distancevs. Frequency Ratio for 377 SNe Ia, GRB and our earth data
pairs(DFR)

Figure 2 presents the best fit with a pronounced curve due to the inclusion of the GRB
data; the curve would be much less noticeable using only SNe data.

Results

luminosity distance modulivs. redshift data

Most of our results are from fits with 2 free parameters(a few with only 1 free parame-
ter) of the combined SNe Ia and GRB data in the largest set of emissions yet examined.
This allows direct comparison of the goodness of fit between models. We divide the
results into two groups; the results from analyzing the combined luminosity distance
moduli vs. redshift (z) data (MR ) and the results from analyzing the distance in Mpc
vs.ξ data (DFR). For the first task we simply use the data as presented, which includes
log errors and evaluate the goodness of fit in terms ofχ2/N and crossover numbers(X-
over), where N is the total number of data pairs used. The lower theχ2/N the better
the fit, the higher the X-over number the better the fit(a rough generalization).

We first model the flat Universe with DE using the MR data allowingΩm and
H0 as free parameters. This is the usual,Classicsolution to the emission data which
sometimes yields the best fit. With 376 data pairs from the MR data, this model presents
a H0 of 70 ± 0.6 km/s/Mpc and anΩm of 0.30 ± 0.03 and by normalization aΩΛ

of about 0.70(Table 1). While the value for matter density is slightly high andΩΛ

slightly lower than previous reports with less data, all of these values are centered
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within the ranges currently popular. This calculatedH0 is well within the range of
recent reports[8, 28, 34].

The best fit for all trials with the MR data, is found by holdingΩk as a constant,
varying this in steps of 0.01, and allowing the values forH0 andΩΛ to freely float.
This Ωk-Step routine exhibits aχ2/N similar to theClassic(flat) model and a slightly
larger X-over value. It also suggests a precise estimate ofH0 of 70.2 ± 0.6 with a
significant negative value forΩk hinting at convex ST curvature with an open universe.
This results from a large matter density of 0.34 which is quite a bit higher than the
popular 0.25. When we allowH0 andΩΛ free reign while stepping through matter
density, theΩm-Step routine, we are presented with another best fit atΩm of a very
high 0.38. This also demands a significant negative value forΩk which again hints at
convex curvature for our Universe. Contrarily, the results of modeling the data with 2-
free parameters ofH0 andΩΛ while holding matter density at the popular value of 0.25
is not one of the best fits. WhileH0 is a very believable 69.6 theΩΛ is well low of the
remaining 0.75, thus necessitating a significantΩk of 0.19 for a closed universe. When
we choose the 2-free parameters asH0 andΩm while holdingΩΛ at 0 we observe
a χ2/N and X-over values far from the best fit, as reported in the last row of Table
1. This is the usual result when the standard, FRW model withoutΩΛ is compared
against theClassicmodel withΩΛ using MR type data and is not considered a ”good
fit”. The extremely slowH0 of 41.5 km/s/Mpc allows plenty of time for galaxy and
star formation, though.

distancevs. frequency decline data

For this analyses we choose distances, in terms of Mpc, and associated geometric er-
rors, versusν0/νe (theDFR data) which are all extracted by arithmetic manipulation
from the on-line, astronomical data. We point out that for the first time enough data
from distant GRB emissions can be used to visualize the full curve in the DFR-type
plots, as the GRB data are now much closer to singularity than possible for SNe Ia data
alone, which seem to loose value as standard candles atz > 1.5.

We first choose to fit the flat FRWClassicmodel with 2 free parameters, with
results presented in Table 2. This model is not the best fit to the DFR data by far, and
it seems most any other FRW-type model we choose fits these data better. We find the
matter density of best fit at0.12±0.02 with a speedyH0 of 75.4±0.7 km/s/Mpc(Table
2) for theClassic, flat spacetime model. Both theΩm andH0 values are outside the

Table 1: Results from luminary distance modulivsredshift (MR)with 376 data pairs

Routine step/fix χ2/N X-ovr H0 Ωm Ωk ΩΛ

Classic Ωk 1.22 183 70.0± 0.6 0.30± 0.03 0 0.70
Ωk-Step Ωk 1.22 185 70.2± 0.6 0.34± 0.03 −0.11 0.77
Ωm-Step Ωm 1.22 183 70.2± 0.6 0.38 −0.16± 0.05 0.78
Popular Ωm 1.25 179 69.6± 0.6 0.25 0.19± 0.05 0.56
No DE ΩΛ 1.31 171 41.5± 3.2 0.10± 0.01 0.90± 0.01 0

H0 in km/s/Mpc
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currentPopular range with matter density about half the 0.25 often reported and the
H0 on the top side of the range now thought probable. Because this model of flat
spacetime withΩΛ is tested with two different, though related data sets, we cannot
unambiguously claim the better fit of one analysis over another given thatχ2/N are
calculated from different basis. Still, because the latter model is a ”flat” version of Eq.
4 and properly weighs the luminary distance errors we prefer these values forΩm and
the larger forH0 if the Universe is indeed flat with DE.

The best fitting routines of all are presented whenΩk is varied in steps of 0.01
from positive to negative curvature territory, theΩk-Step routine. Here we have two
solutions of nearly equal validity, degeneracy if you wish. In positive curvature territory
with Ωk = 0.10, we are presented with a ”typical” matter density of 0.22 and a cosmic
constant of 0.68, slightly lower than currently popular. In negative spacetime territory
with Ωk = −0.36 we find a solution, of similar goodness of fit, with more matter
density, 0.33 and a Hubble constant a quick 75.4 km/s/Mpc. The real winner in this
universe is the cosmic constant which is best fit at over 1. In Figure 3 we present
solutions of the two free parameters ofΩΛ andΩm vs. an independentΩk. A smooth
surface has been added as a visual aid. Though this presents a smooth surface, there is
obvious evidence of inconsistencies between values ofΩk and the two free parameters.
Model behavior with low quality data usually leads to a best fit in a broad, shallow
area of fit minimization. In this instance, while the best fit occurs atΩk of -0.36 and
0.10, the goodness of fit is not much better than that ofΩk at -0.35 or -0.37(or 0.09 and
0.11). Likewise, it is impossible with these data and analytical techniques to defineΩΛ

with real accuracy.
Another good fit is presented when the matter density is varied stepwise (Ωm-Step)

and whereΩm becomes 0.20 we find a rather smallΩΛ of 0.49 with the remainder
asΩk of 0.31. We present a 3-D figure ofΩΛ andΩk as functions ofΩm as Figure
4, which shows the inconsistent results of fitting the FRW with DE to DFR data as
sharp deviations from a smooth line over the connecting surface. We have previously
warned to expect such results[20] and have reported such findings in a preliminary
study[32]. What is worrisome about these results is the appearance of inconsistent
solutions throughout the popular range of matter density,> 0.18.

The third good fit is the regime of a universe without any DE,Thestandard FRW
model, presenting a lowerξ /N and X-over number than theClassicmodel. We again
findΩm at a reasonable 0.20 with the remainder of existence as ST curvature in a closed

Table 2: Results from distancevsfrequency ratio (DFR) with 377 data pairs

Routine step/fix χ2/N X-ovr H0 Ωm Ωk ΩΛ

Classic Ωk 1.68 174 75.4± 0.7 0.12± 0.02 0 0.88
Ωk-Step Ωk 1.51 176 73.2± 0.6 0.22± 0.02 0.10 0.68
Ωk-Step Ωk 1.52 182 75.4± 0.7 0.33± 0.02 −0.36 1.03
Ωm-Step Ωm 1.55 172 71.5± 0.7 0.20 0.31± 0.05 0.49
No DE ΩΛ 1.59 163 67.6± 0.4 0.20± 0.00 0.80± 0.00 0
Popular Ωm 1.66 152 73.1± 0.7 0.25 0.23± 0.06 0.52

H0 in km/s/Mpc
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Figure 3:ΩΛ andΩm as functions ofΩk from the 377 DFR data pairs
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Figure 4:ΩΛ andΩk as functions ofΩm from the 377 DFR data pairs
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Figure 5: The Hubble constant as a function of matter density with best fit errors

universe. HereH0 is low of the currently popular 69 to 72 km/s/Mpc range, but not
unreasonably so. Fitting the FRW approximation with the DE model while stakingΩm

to the popular 0.25 (Popular) also did not present a flat universe; withΩΛ of 0.52, a
significant value forΩk and at the cost of poor X-over andχ2/N values; this fit is only
slightly more acceptable than theClassicmodel. At the moment the two best fits to
the DFR data are atΩm of 0.22 and 0.33 withΩk of 0.10 and -0.36, respectively, with
a normalizedΩΛ of 0.68 or greater. The results of using intergalactic distancevs. the
frequency ratio (DFR) rather than MR data for modeling, does not really recommend
any of the common models over another. Rather, the regimes used here with SNe Ia
and GRB data suggest we should question the idea of a flat Universe and request more
and better data to resolve the several, equally valid, solutions.

The Hubble constant from SNe Ia and GRB data

We present several results suggesting the Hubble constant is narrowly defined by the
combination of these two large data sets, somewhat independently of the model, fitting
routine and version of the data chosen. One can see in Figure 5 that using the DFR data
with the FRW-standard model cast as per Eq. (5) with the single free parameterΩk,
allows significantΩm, Ωk and a Hubble constant between 71 to 69 km/s/Mpc. This
almost invariant result occurs over a wide range of matter density (0.01 to 0.35) which
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satisfies most, if not all, currently popular models for the cosmos. It is also obvious that
this model presents an inconsistency betweenΩm of 0.27 and 0.28. This may indicate
one of several things, (1) the model is too simple for the data (something like theΩΛ

term is needed) (2) this large, combination data set needs internal normalization (3) we
need more GRB and SNe Ia data of better quality in the search for a more accurate
Hubble constant (4) accurate determination ofH0 can only be made by restricting the
data to more recent emissions since this is a local constant[21]. If one only desires a
Hubble constant within say within± 5 km/s/Mpc then we are there.

We find a similar situation when the MR data are used for modeling the 2-parameter
fits. Excepting the model withoutΩΛ, H0 is within the 69 to 71 km/s/Mpc range,
exhibiting a similar value spread as solutions using the DFR data set. Again, the values
for ΩΛ andΩk vary widely across the range of matter density. It appears the both data
sets, while providing an excellent determination ofH0, compared to 20 years ago, are
inadequate or too wide in scope to nail downΩΛ andΩk when these general versions
of the FRW-standard model are used.

Conclusion

Data from deep field astronomical surveys are beginning to approach the numbers and
accuracy necessary to defineH0 within a narrow range. This is good news for projects
which began more than a decade ago as surveys to assay the skies and narrowly refine
this important fundamental value. Some of these projects have since widened to in-
clude collecting evidence of CDM and DE and so should hopefully be around for some
time. The most important of these observations to date are surveys of SNe Ia emissions,
which shall continue for some time to come. We see more efforts such as updating in-
struments on the Hubble telescope, better quality data collection, along with improved
raw data analysis and the recent publication of pooled and normalized results of SNe
Ia data from several sources. These efforts should help improve the poor signal/noise
which plagues our estimates ofΩm andΩΛ.

Here we take for granted thatΩm is the sum of ordinary matter and radiation at
a value between 0.01 and 0.05 with CDM being 3 to 5 times more numerous than
this. With this assumption our results indicate the simplest models based on the FRW
approximation of the Einstein world still cannot discriminate between a concave or
convex universe rich or poor with matter, CDM or DE. Our best fit of this largest data
collection yet, indicates the Universe is brimming over with DE and with galaxies sur-
rounded by a wealth of CDM being pushed through spacetime of convex, or maybe
concave, curvature? The model which cannot be discarded for reasons of statistics,
but which has become unpopular, is a Universe primarily consisting of convex, curved
spacetime with no DE and only moderately populated with matter. Still, results from
fitting this standard FRW model without DE are pretty good - indicating plenty of
convex, curved spacetime - and cannot be easily dismissed. This view is not too dif-
ferent from the Universe envisioned by scientists a few decades ago. Unfortunately,
these analyses and results add little to solution of thecosmological constant problem,
whereby the observed value for this energy differs from expectation by many, many
orders of magnitude[3, 25]. Despite great effort and enormous investment in human
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efforts and money, we have come but only a little way in knowledge from the opin-
ion of Einstein, in his popular paperbackRelativity, that a universe with uniformly
distributed matter shall be spherical or elliptical in shape with nary a hint about dark
energy[7].

Since a negativeΩk pushes the value for DE towards unity(orvice versa) the best fit
here presents our existence as a universe primarily of dark energy. If this evaluation is
correct, that DE is the most abundant entity of all, somebody, somewhere should soon
be able to characterize it experimentally. One single experiment delivering a value to
the order of magnitude would be a monumental advance, to be appreciated by all. The
admittance of significant negative ST associated with a large DE does not necessarily
pose a problem since DE may warp ST in a similar manner to matter, except with the
opposite geometry; one might think this an obvious property of anti-gravity. That is, a
universe with an abundance of DE and a smattering of matter should exhibit a convex,
open geometry, and that ST in the neighborhood of DE will suffer negative curvature.
This would be an clean change, or shall we write addition, to the Einstein model.

Some astronomers take SNe Ia data as evidence for a ”jerk” in the state of the
Universe several billion years ago[27]. We see in Figures 3 and 4 surfaces exhibiting
inconsistent solutions to fitting regimes, a little evidence for this possibility. However,
we judge the ”jerks” in this figure as phenomena that can partly be traced to the math-
ematical deficiencies of theClassicmodel and not necessarily to the data[20]. It is
also likely these discontinuities arise because our fitting regimes have assayed data of
too broad domain, after all,Ωm andH0 at z≈ 5 should have been larger than current.
We welcome the day when enough quality emission data has been collected to truly
confirm or discredit the notion of the cosmological ”jerk” of many epochs past.

It appears to us now that the cosmic constant term introduced by Einstein nearly a
century ago was simply a ”patch” to correct the problem of a static Universe reported
to him in error[7]. His new DE term being introduced to balance the energy between
the collapse of the Milky Way and observations at that time, before the man Hubble,
of a static ”world” - a Milky Way which was not on the path to collapse. One interpre-
tation of Einstein’s remark thatΛ was his greatest mistake might be that he missed his
opportunity to predict our singularity, not really as a disclaimer ofΛ. This revised for-
mulation by the great man is now detected with inconsistent solutions to astronomical
data and is evidenced by the sharp discontinuities displayed by our results. We suggest
that better mathematics, which must conform to the data without inconsistencies when
DE is allowed, may be found by investigations discarding the cosmic constant term
while looking deeper into the dreaded tensor for solutions to the expanding Universe.
Another possible solution is to edit the FRW approximation, with consideration of the
local horizon, to better fit the data[19]. Though we have not thoroughly investigated
these data here, using a floating state parameter, we think regimes incorporating this
parameter will also be found as only a short-term solution to the problem of inconsis-
tency.

In order to narrow the ranges of estimates forΩm,Ωk, ΩΛ andH0 we suggest an
order magnitude more SNe Ia and GRB data are needed[21]. The GRB data especially,
suffers huge errors of distance determination and hopefully techniques will evolve to
lessen these very uncertain values. In addition, the SNe Ia and GRB data should be
merged into a single set with normalization of the GRB data to the more well-calibrated
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SNe Ia set. There may also come a wonderful day when data from other type supernova
explosions can be calibrated and merged with these two sets. When enough data have
been collected it may be possible to break the data into epoch subsets. Each subset
can then be used to solve for the localH0 andΩm and be used to judge between the
many current theories of cosmology. Using better defined data, that is much more data
within a smaller redshift range with much, much smaller distance errors, should help
avoid presentation of discontinuities which plague current models.

Bishmer, Jan and Michael remember the day when warned during a lecture in fresh-
man physics about the inadvisability of using log data for modeling. We think it time
astronomers use luminary distances with realistic errors rather than luminosity dis-
tance moduli with depressed error acknowledgment, as a tool for studying cosmology.
We also believe astrophysics needs emission data by the hundreds if not thousands to
answer the important, the really big questions of our Universe. In the meantime, the-
oretical physicists should present solutions of the Einstein world which do not exhibit
discontinuities when faced with small adjustment to FRW parameters. We think a fruit-
ful pathway might be to discard theΛ term and dig deeper into anti-gravity as applied
within the Einstein tensor.
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